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Bogie, tandem and trindem: the range
of traditional and high speed suspension.

To adapt to

the needs for the market,

the sector of agricultural mechanisation
during this decade knew the importance

ADR AND COLAERT AXLES TOWARDS

of evolution: machines of great capacity,

THE PERMANENT INNOVATION

heavier, faster, with tyres of increasing
size. Unknown by the profession, technical

An integrated system in high technology

problems were appearing with this evolution.

increasingly present in Europe.

Through permanent technological vigilance,

UK
C.L.M.
Zona industriale, 26
33049 S.Pietro al Natisone (UD) ITALY
Tel +39 432 727851 - Fax +39 432 727852

followed by studies and endurance runs, it
has been possible for ADR and Colaert axles
to be always present with adapted and

Qingdao ADR Axles Manufacturing Co., Ltd.
South Part of Changchun Road, Adjoing Harbour Industrial Area,
Jiaonan Qingdao Shandong Province - Post code: 266400 CHINA
Tel. +86 532 86196501 - adr@adrsystem.cn

reliable products.

ADR Brasil Eixos
Rua Antonio Fernandes Figueroa, 1807, Parque Industrial Lagoinha
Ribeirão Preto São Paulo - cep 14.085-280 BRASIL
Tel. +55 16 39653946 - Fax +55 16 36173079 - adrbrasil@adreixos.com.br

UK
omega

OMEGA Drives Inc.
7A - 845 Lagimodiere Blvd. Winnipeg, Manitoba R2J 3M2 CANADA
Tel. +1 204 453 2477 - Fax +1 204 453 2478
jsomega@mts.net

KEEPING
YOU
on the
move

TECHNOLOGICAL SOLUTION

ADR UK - Tyremart has been in business since 1979. Situated south
east of Newark, just off the A1, at Long Bennington, it is well
placed to serve to all parts of the country and Ireland.

TO SUIT YOUR REQUIREMENTS

To permanently combine the user’s needs with the requirements and the agricultural manufacturer and
public works, allows ADR and Colaert axles to consolidate its European leadership in its branch of industry.

The staff have considerable knowledge and updated information, acquired over the years,

All components of the range of ADR and Colaert axles, brakes and suspension are flexible, which allow the

to advise and assist in the selection of the correct combination of products.

manufacture of numerous integrated systems to match perfectly at the request of the manufacturer and

A team of dedicated people are at your disposal, from the office staff, with answers

all users: this allows a “made to measure” manufacture from standard components.

at their fingertips, warehouse personnel in charge of the extensive stock and expert
welders ready to assemble a perfectly aligned suspension!

The value is not only the cost of your machine, but also its effectiveness and
its safety, given by using original ADR and Colaert axles. The spare parts are
available in kit form made in blister pack, on which you find an isometric view
indicating the correct position for assembly. This allows your machine to work
in full safety with the performance you are expecting.

